
Even More Enthralling Amazing History
Behind The First Few Moves The Chess
Chess, the ancient game of strategy and intellect, has a rich and fascinating
history that dates back thousands of years. The first few moves in a chess game
can set the tone for the entire match, and understanding the origins and
significance of these moves adds a whole new level of intrigue to the game.

One of the first recorded games of chess dates back to the 6th century in India,
where it was known as chaturanga. In chaturanga, the pieces represented
different types of military units, such as infantry, cavalry, elephants, and chariots.
The movements of these pieces resembled the strategies used in ancient
warfare, making it a game of both skill and strategy.

As the game spread to different parts of the world, variations of chaturanga
emerged. In Persia, the game was called shatranj, and it was played on a larger
board with more intricate rules. The pieces took on a different design, but the
core principles of the game remained the same.
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It wasn't until the 15th century in Europe that the modern rules of chess began to
take shape. The pieces were given their current names and movements, and the
board was standardized to the 8x8 grid that we are familiar with today. The
opening moves of a chess game became crucial in establishing control over the
board and setting up future strategies.

The first move in a chess game is typically made by one of the pawns in front of
the king or queen. This move allows the player to develop their pieces and create
opportunities for future attacks. The most common opening move is 1.e4, known
as the King's Pawn Opening. This move allows the pawn in front of the king to
control the center of the board.

The history behind the King's Pawn Opening is steeped in tradition and strategic
thinking. By centering the pawn in front of the king, the player gains control over
crucial squares on the board, making it easier to coordinate future moves and
launch attacks. This opening move has been favored by countless grandmasters
throughout history, including legendary players like Bobby Fischer and Garry
Kasparov.

Another popular opening move is 1.d4, known as the Queen's Pawn Opening.
This move allows the pawn in front of the queen to control the center of the board
and opens up the possibility for various pawn structures and strategic setups. The
Queen's Pawn Opening has been widely studied and explored by chess theorists,
resulting in numerous well-known variations.

One of the most exciting opening moves in chess is the Sicilian Defense, which
starts with 1.e4 c5. This move creates a dynamic imbalance on the board and
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allows the player of the black pieces to fight for control of the center. The Sicilian
Defense has been a favorite choice of many aggressive and tactical players,
providing endless opportunities for creative and unexpected attacks.

Through the centuries, the opening moves in chess have evolved and developed
into a complex system of strategies and tactics. Countless books, articles, and
videos have been dedicated to studying and analyzing these moves, making
them an essential part of the game's rich history.

Understanding the history and significance behind the first few moves in chess
adds a layer of depth and appreciation to the game. It allows players to connect
with the ancient origins of the game and the strategic minds that have shaped it
through the centuries. Whether you are a casual player or a dedicated chess
enthusiast, exploring the history behind the first moves will undoubtedly enhance
your overall enjoyment of the game.
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Even more of the people, places and stories behind the chess
openings and their names

When we play chess, the first few moves define the game . You may know the
names already: the Italian Game, the Cambridge Springs Defense, the Smith-
Morra Gambit, the Max Lange Attack, the Colle System, the Blackmar-Diemer
Gambit, the Paulsen Variation, the Damiano Defense, and so on.

But most chess players don't know WHY the openings are called what they are.
In this entertaining book, bestselling author Nathan Rose lays out the origins of
over more 50 chess openings and their names. This second volume of Chess
Opening Names dives deeper into the history of the lesser-known openings,
because the stories behind the lesser-known chess opening names are every bit
as interesting as the better-known ones. 

The names of the chess openings tell the history of chess.
You will meet seminal chess figures such as Anatoly Karpov, Judit Polgár, Tigran
Petrosian, Emanuel Lasker, Saviely Tartakower, José Raúl Capablanca, Mikhail
Botvinnik, and Viktor Korchnoi. Some of them won their fame in the world chess
championship, while some gained renown for reasons other than their ability to
play chess.

You will also travel through the places and events that defined chess in the early
years. As David Shenk showed in "The Immortal Game", the history of chess has
often mirrored the history of society. There's the 1972 world chess championship
that pitted the Soviet Union's Boris Spassky against America's irascible Bobby
Fischer in the "Match of the Century". The 1939 chess olympiad in Argentina
which coincided with the outbreak of World War II. The unveiling of the
"Mechanical Turk" chess-playing contraption in 18th-century Vienna. And let's not
forget the triumph of Deep Blue over Garry Kasparov.



Over 50 standard chess openings and variations.

The 19th Century & Earlier:

Lucena Defense
Damiano Defense
Polerio Gambit
Salvio Gambit
Greco Gambit
Allgaier Gambit
Napoleon Opening
Cochrane Gambit
Lewis Countergambit
McDonnell Gambit
Bourdonnais Attack
Urusov Gambit
Horwitz Attack
Kieseritzky Gambit
Barnes Defense
Max Lange Attack
Paulsen Variation
Blackburne Shilling Gambit
Zukertort Opening
Lasker Variation
Pillsbury Attack

The 20th Century & Later:

Mieses Opening
Schlechter Defense



Janowski Variation
Spielmann Variation
Colle System
Sämisch Variation
Tartakower Attack
Capablanca Freeing Maneuver
Bogoljubov Defense
Euwe Variation
Trompowsky Attack
Blackmar-Diemer Gambit
Keres Attack
Botvinnik System
Bronstein Variation
Smyslov Variation
Tal Variation
Petrosian System
Taimanov Attack
Donner Variation
Spassky Variation
Smith-Morra Gambit
Sveshnikov Variation
Korchnoi Variation
Karpov Variation
Kasparov Variation
Polgár Variation

The Others:



Italian Game
Swiss Gambit
Yugoslav Variation
Russian Defense
Chinese Variation
Cambridge Springs Defense
Frankenstein-Dracula Variation

Impress your friends with superior opening knowledge - without the tedious study!
Knowing the history of chess will prove your cleverness even more effectively
than winning over the board. Once you have read this book, you can speak of
your temptation to play the Tal Variation, but instead play the Keres Attack. Then,
you can explain the origins of the names to your opponent. Even if you lose the
game, your opponent will still be impressed!

Enjoy this capitvating romp through the names of the first few moves.

Grandmasters and patzers alike are sure to enjoy this entertaining tour through
the people, places, and events which have given their names to the first few
moves.
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